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Introduction: The National Falcon Film Festival (NFFF) 6.0, organized by Falcon, the 

esteemed filmmaking society of Shyamlal College, unfolded on April 29 at the college 

campus. This annual extravaganza was a joint effort, bringing together the creative 

forces of three prominent societies: Falcon, Qasida (the literary society), and FPCS (the 

photography society). The event aimed to provide a platform for budding filmmakers, 

writers, actors, and artists to showcase their talents and celebrate the art of storytelling 

through various mediums. 

Number of Participants: 55 

Event Highlights: 

1. On-the-Spot Filmmaking – Drishya: Drishya challenged participants to unleash 

their creativity and filmmaking skills within a constrained timeframe. Teams were 

tasked with conceptualizing, shooting, and editing short films on the spot, 

showcasing their ability to think on their feet and deliver under pressure 

2. Script Writing – Lekhak League: Lekhak League celebrated the art of 

storytelling through scriptwriting. Participants crafted compelling narratives, weaving 

intricate plots and memorable characters into their scripts. The competition served 

as a platform for aspiring writers to showcase their imagination and literary prowess. 

3. Bollywood Rampwalk and Monoact Competition – Cine Hood: Cine Hood 

added a touch of glamour and drama to the festival with its Bollywood Rampwalk 

and Monoact Competition. Participants donned their best Bollywood-inspired attire 



and walked the ramp with style, accompanied by engaging monoacts that brought 

iconic characters to life on stage. 

4. BGMI Tournament: In the realm of digital entertainment, gaming enthusiasts 

battled it out in a BGMI (Battlegrounds Mobile India) tournament. The virtual 

battlegrounds witnessed intense competition as players showcased their strategic 

prowess and teamwork in pursuit of victory. 

5. Treasure Hunt – Unlock The Loot: Unlock The Loot added an element of 

adventure and mystery to the festival with its treasure hunt. Participants embarked 

on a thrilling journey, deciphering clues and solving riddles to uncover hidden 

treasures scattered across the college campus. 

Winners : 

Cine Hood: 

1st Place: Nistarni 

2nd Place: Ashwani 

3rd Place: Sarthak 

Drishya: 

1st Place: Team Lakshya 

2nd Place: Team Qissa 

3rd Place: Team ShazarLekhak 

League: 

1st Place: Yash Gupta 

2nd Place: Mahika 

 

 


